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Abstract– Feature selection (FS) is a Machine Learning
technique and a preprocessing stage in building intrusion
detection system which can be independent of the choice of the
learning algorithm or not, it plays important role in eliminating
irrelevant and redundant feature in intrusion detection system
(IDS); thereby increases the classification accuracy and reduces
computational overhead cost of the IDS. it is an efficient way to
reduce the dimensionality of an intrusion detection problem.
This research examined the features of UNSW-NB15 dataset; a
recently published intrusion detection dataset and applied three
(3) filtered based feature selection techniques; information gain
based, consistency based and correlation based on it to obtained
a reduce dataset of attributes to build an intrusion detection
system models that reduce the overhead computational cost and
increases classification performance accuracy models. The result
of the performance evaluations of the IDS model built on the
reduced and whole datasets with Naive bayes machine learning
algorithm shows that the reduced dataset accuracy and overhead
processing cost outperformed the original whole dataset, model
built with the consistency based reduced features has highest
classification accuracy improvement of 14.16% over the
classification accuracy of the whole test dataset, followed by
information gain and correlation reduced test dataset with
classification accuracy improvement of 13.55% and 10.7%
respectively
Index
Terms–
Attack
Categories,
Dimensionality,
Computational Overhead, Filtered Based Features Selection

I.

INTRODUCTION

ETWORK packets consist several features also known as
attributes, some of these attributes are redundant or
irrelevant, in the sense that their values do not affect,
determine or influence the target class label, the presence of
redundant attributes are major reasons for high false alarm
rate (FAR), high computational overhead cost and low
detection accuracy rate. Feature selection is a method of
reducing the number of attributes of dataset to be analyzed; it
is an efficient way to reduce the dimensionality of a problem.
it is one of the preprocessing stages in building intrusion
detection system
The removal of the redundant and irrelevant attributes
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results in a reduce dataset on which the machine learning
algorithm will be applied to learn from it to build an intrusion
detection model. FS improves the computational speed of
IDS models. [1] This research examined the attributes of
UNSW-NB15 dataset and applied three (3) filtered based
feature selection methods on it to obtained three reduced
datasets from each method used, to build three (3) different
intrusion detection system that is efficient and effective
computationally
II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Feature selection research has been widely applied in
several computing fields such as machine learning, statistics,
pattern recognition to mention a few [2], the objectives of FS
is to generate a relevant subset of the dataset that will improve
classification accuracy of the target class. Feature selection
methods can be broadly divided into filter and wrapper
approaches. in filter approach, the feature selection is
independent of the machine learning algorithm used for
building the intrusion system, while in wrapper approach
feature selection is tie with the machine learning algorithm.
The filter-based approaches are independent of the supervised
learning algorithm therefore offer more generality and they
are computationally cheaper than the wrapper and embedded
approaches. For processing the high-dimensional data, the
filter methods are suitable rather than the wrapper and
embedded methods [3].
Feature selection has proven in both theory and practice to
be effective in enhancing learning efficiency, increasing
predictive accuracy and reducing complexity of learned
results [4], [5]. Traditional feature selection process consists
of four basic steps, namely, subset generation, subset
evaluation, stopping criterion, and validation [6]. Subset
generation is a search process that produces candidate feature
subsets for evaluation based on a certain search strategy. Each
candidate subset is evaluated and compared with the previous
best one according to a certain evaluation. If the new subset
turns to be better, it replaces best one. This process is repeated
until a given stopping condition is satisfied.
[7] studied the use of filter feature selection methods in the
general problem of image classification. The choice of
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features typically depends on the target application.
[8] analyzed the performance of eight different filter-based
feature selection methods and three classification methods on
two datasets of microarray gene expression data. The best
individually performing feature selection methods varied
depending on the dataset and the classifier used.
III.

UNSW-NB15 DATASET

The UNSW_NB 15 (University of New South Wales –NB
2015) was created using IXIA Perfect Storm tool in the Cyber
Range Laboratory of the Australian Centre for Cyber Security
(ACCS) to generate a hybrid of the realistic modern normal
activities and the synthetic contemporary attack behaviors
from network traffics. The training and testing sets are made
up of 82,332 and 175,341 records respectively as shown in
Table I. Attack types were classified into nine groups, namely
Analysis, Dos, Exploits, Fuzzers, Generic, Reconnaissance,
Shellcode, Worms and Backdrop, The Training and Testing
dataset contains 44 features attributes (4- Categorical, 28
Integer, 10 Float and 3 binary).
The UNSW-NB15 dataset is the latest published dataset,
which was created in 2015 for research purposes in intrusion
detection. The advantages UNSW-NB15 dataset over the
NSLKDD data set, include, similarity between training and
testing dataset and its suitability to evaluate existing and new
attacks in an effective and reliable manner [9]. Fig. 1 shows
the attacks and normal connections distribution of both the
training and testing dataset, while Fig. 2 shows the attack
categories and normal connections in the training and testing
and dataset.
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Table I: Percentage distribution of attacks and normal record in the training
and testing dataset of UNSW-NB15 Dataset
Training
Names of
Attack
Reconnaissance
Dos
Exploit
Shellcode
Fuzzers
Backdoor
Analysis
Generic
Worms
Total No of
Attacks
Normal
Total No of
Connections

IV.

No of
Connection
3496
4089
11132
378
6062
583
672
18871
44
45332

Percentage
Distribution
4.25
4.9
13.52
0.46
7.36
0.71
0.82
22.92
0.05
55.06

No of
Connection
10491
12264
33393
1133
18184
1746
2000
40000
130
119341

Percentage
Distribution
5.98
6.99
19.04
0.65
10.37
1.00
1.14
22.81
0.07
68.06

37000
82332

44.94
100.00

56000
175341

31.94
100.00

FILTER BASED FEATURES SELECTION
METHODS

Feature selection is a method of identifying most relevant
features from a set of given features. The importance of
feature selection is taken into account mainly for improving
detection rate and detection accuracy in addition to reducing
computation time and data size [10], it was necessary to
determine the set of attributes of the UNSW-NB15 dataset the
are deemed more predictive for the network packets
classification. Three Filter-based feature selection (FS)
methods namely; information gain based, consistency based
and correlation-based feature selections were employed to
identify the relevant features attributes among the features of
UNSW-NB15 dataset.
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Fig. 1: Distribution of attack and normal connections in both training and testing UNSW-NB15 dataset
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Fig. 2: Distribution of attack categories and normal connections in both training and testing UNSW-NB15 dataset

The basic algorithm for a filter-based feature selection
algorithm is shown in the following Fig. 3 for the given
UNSW-NB15 dataset X and feature set F. Usually, the
algorithm may start with one of the following subsets of 𝑋 ′
such as 𝑋 ′ = {𝜑}𝑜𝑟𝑋 ′ ⊂ 𝑋.
The independent measure
Im(using the consistency, correlation or the information-based
criterion) evaluates each generated subset Ig and compares it
to the previous optimal subset. The search iterates until the
stopping criteria 𝜃 is not met. Finally, the algorithm outputs
the current optimal feature subset Xopt. The algorithm is
presented as follows [14]:

INPUT:
D = {X, F}

//A training data set with n Intrusion Dataset
//𝑋 = {𝑋1 , 𝑋2 , . , 𝑋𝑛 ) – Attributes of intrusion

Data
X’

// and F labels – Attack Class Label
of Records
//Predefined initial feature
//subset/single attribute/

/(𝑋 ′ = {𝜑}𝑜𝑟𝑋 ′ ⊂ 𝑋)
𝜃
OUTPUT: 𝑿′ 𝒐𝒑𝒕

//Stopping criterion
//An optimal subset of Initial Attributes

Begin:
Initialize:
𝑋𝑜𝑝𝑡 = 𝑋 ′ ;
//applying a search algorithm of
choice
𝜃𝑜𝑝𝑡 = 𝐸(𝑋 ′ , 𝐼𝑚 ); //evaluate X’ by using an
//independent measure Im
do begin
𝑋𝑔 = 𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒(𝑋);
//select
next
subset/attribute
//for evaluation
𝜃 = 𝐸(𝑋𝑔 , 𝐼𝑚 ); //𝑋𝑔 current subset/attribute evaluation
by Im
If(𝜃 > 𝜃𝑜𝑝𝑡 )
𝜃𝑜𝑝𝑡 = 𝜃;
𝑋 ′ 𝑜𝑝𝑡 = 𝑋𝑔 ;
repeat(until 𝜃 is not reached);
end

return𝑋 ′ 𝑜𝑝𝑡 ;

//optimal subset of
//attribute/ranked list of attributes

end;
Fig. 3: Filter based feature selection algorithm

A) Information Gain Method
Information Gain Based Feature Selection Method:
1. Compute the Information Gain (IG) for each feature
of the UNSW-NB15 dataset
2. Rank each of the feature based on their IG value in
descending order
3. Validate set of the ranked attributes in terms of
classification accuracy on the dataset
4. Set of attributes with the highest accuracy is returned
and selected
Information gain methods are used to determine the
nominal valued feature Y (target class, C) estimating the
individual probabilities of the values 𝑦 ∈ 𝑌 (network intrusion
attack type, c) from the training data containing the initial
attribute set. If this model is used to estimate the value of
target class (attack type) for a sample drawn from the training
data, then the entropy of the model (and hence of the
attribute) is the number of bits it would take, on average, to
correct the output of the model. Entropy is a measure of the
uncertainty or unpredictability in a system. The entropy of
the target class Y is given by equation (2).
𝐻(𝑌) = − ∑𝑦∈𝑌 𝑝(𝑦) log 2 (𝑝(𝑦))

(2)

If the observed values of target class in the training data are
partitioned according to the values of input features X, and the
entropy of Y with respect to the partitions induced by X is less
than the entropy of the target class prior to partitioning, then
there is a relationship between the target class Y and the
indicator variables X. Equation (3) gives the entropy of Y
after observing X.
𝐻(𝑌|𝑋) = − ∑𝑥∈𝑋 𝑝(𝑥) ∑𝑦∈𝑌 𝑝(𝑦|𝑥) log 2 (𝑝(𝑦|𝑥))

(3)
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Information gain is the amount by which the entropy of Y
decreases in relation to the target class Y and the indicator
variables X. Thus, information is given by:
𝐼𝐺 = 𝐻(𝑌) − 𝐻(𝑌|𝑋) = 𝐻(𝑋) − 𝐻(𝑋|𝑌) = 𝐻(𝑌) +
𝐻(𝑋) − 𝐻(𝑋|𝑌).

(4)

B) Consistency-based Method
The consistency-based feature selection method:
1. Generate all possible features subset of the dataset,
2. Compute the inconsistency count INCi of all pattern
pi of the subset S
3. then compute the inconsistency rate INCR of subset
S
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 for all other subset of the
dataset
5. Select subset with the lowest inconsistency rate
INCR
Two instances are considered inconsistent if they have the
same feature subset values but different attack categories
value, inconsistency count INCi of all pattern pi of the subset
S is given by:
𝐼𝑁𝐶𝐼 = 𝑁 − 𝑁𝐼

(5)

where

N : is the total number pattern pi instance in subset s
Ni : is the number of instances of pattern pi of subset
s with the highest no of attacks
The inconsistency rate INCR of subset S of the UNSWNB15 dataset given by equation 6:
𝐼𝑁𝐶𝑅 =

∑ℎ
𝑖 𝐼𝑁𝐶𝑖
𝑀

(6)

where
h : is the number of all possible patterns from subset s of the
UNSW-NB15 dataset
M: is number attributes (features) contained in the subset S of
the UNSW-NB15 dataset
Feature Subset with lowest of inconsistency rate will be
selected as the feature selection.
C) Correlation-based (CFS) Method
Correlation based feature selection method:
1. Generates all possible attributes (features) subset S
of the UNSW-NB15 dataset
2. then calculate Merits for each of the subset S, using
the merits function (equation 8).
3. Rank each of the feature based on their calculated
Merits in descending order
4. Validate set of the ranked attributes in terms of
classification accuracy on the dataset
5. Set of attributes with the highest accuracy is returned
and selected
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Correlation based features selection measures closeness or
dependency among features of a dataset. [11] stated that
features are relevant if their values vary systematically with
the attack category (class label) thus, a feature is useful if it is
correlated with or predictive of the class label; otherwise it is
irrelevant. Thus, a feature subset of the UNSW-NB15 dataset
Vi is said to be relevant (predictive of the attack categories) if
and only if there exist some vi (values of feature subset –
nominal or numeric) and c (target class – attack categories)
for which p(Vi = vi) > 0 such that [12]:
𝑝(𝐶 = 𝑐|𝑉𝑖 = 𝑣𝑖 ) ≠ 𝑝(𝐶 = 𝑐)

(7)

The implication of this is that the relevant feature subset is
one that contains highly correlated with (predictive of) the
attack categories, yet uncorrelated with each other. It is but
important to state that a feature subset of our intrusion dataset
that are highly correlated with the target variable will at the
same time bear low correlations with each other [13].
Equation (8) is the heuristic measure for the merit of feature
subset S containing k features in supervised classification:
𝑀𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑠 =

𝑘𝑟̅̅̅̅
𝑐𝑓
√𝑘 + 𝑘(𝑘 − 1)𝑟̅̅̅̅
𝑓𝑓

(8)

where; r̅̅̅
cf = average feature-class correlation
rff = average feature-feature correlation
̅̅̅
The values of cf and ff were computed from equation 9:

(9)
where c and f represents x and y in the equation 9.
Feature subset with the highest Meritsvalue is selected and
returned as the determinant of the attack categories (class
label).
D) Bayesian Classifier
Bayesian classifier is the most straightforward and widely
tested method for probabilistic induction [15]. In a Bayesian
classifier, a probabilistic model of the features is built and the
learning algorithm, uses that model to predict the
classification of a new example [16]. Naive Bayes is the
Bayesian classifier used in this work. The Naive Bayes
algorithm is a classification algorithm based on Bayes rule,
that assumes the attributes X1 ...Xn are all conditionally
independent of one another, given Y. The value of this
assumption is that it dramatically simplifies the representation
of P(X|Y), and the problem of estimating it from the training
data, it treats all features independently, with no feature
depends on others features values [17]. Naïve Bayes
algorithm is a significant classifier; it is easy to construct,
does not requires parameter estimation, it is easy to interpret.
Therefore, expert and inexpert data mining developers can
perform Naïve Bayes. It generally performs well in
comparison with other data mining methods (Arzucan, 2004).
Naïve Bayes’ classifier in this research work is expressed as
follows:
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Let 𝑘𝑖𝑗 be the UNSW-NB15 dataset containing records of i
number of attributes, for j number of instance in the dataset
such that, 𝑘𝑖 is the set of attributes. k = k1 ,...., k j are the
predictors in the dataset. C is the class label for each
predictors, C comprises of ten classes;: (0 for normal network
with no attack, 1...9 for various network attacks) is given as
follows:
p(𝑐𝑖 | 𝑘1 ,…,𝑘𝑗 ) =

𝑝(𝐶𝑖 )𝑝(𝑘 |𝐶𝑖 )
𝑃(𝑘1 ,…,𝑘𝑛)

(10)

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑖 = 0 𝑜𝑟 1
Maximum posterior probability for classifying the class of a
network instance is given as:
Naive bayes predicts attack category with the highest
probability
V.

MODELS PERFORMANCE MEASURE

The performance of intrusion detection models was carried
out by evaluating the measures from the values in the
coincidence matrix also known as the confusion matrix
Fig. 4, Confusion Matrix is an N X N matrix, where N is any
integer greater than 1, The diagonal elements represent the
number of points for which the predicted label is equal to the
true label, while off-diagonal elements are those that are
mislabeled by the classifier. The higher the diagonal values of
the confusion matrix the better, indicating many correct
predictions. it produced four outcomes, which are; true
positive, true negative, false positive and false negative.
a) True positive (TP): correct positive classification
b) False positive (FP): incorrect positive classification
c) True negative (TN): correct negative classification
d) False negative (FN): incorrect negative classification
From Fig. 4, the overall performance of the classification
model, and its possible four outcomes are defined as follows:
a) TP = TN: Sum of all correctly classified instances, it
is sum of all instances along the diagonal from left to
right.
b) FP:
Sum of instances which are incorrectly
classified as belonging to the Class. it is the sum of
all entries in the matrix apart from the positively
actual classified entries (diagonal entries)
c) FN:
All instances that were not classified as
belonging to the positive class
but should have
been not. it is the sum of all entries in the matrix
apart
from the positively actual classified entries
(diagonal entries),
d) FN = FP

Fig. 4: Confusion Matrix
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Classification Accuracy: Accuracy (ACC) is the ratio of all
correct classification to the total number of instances in the
test dataset, it is given by equation 11. An accuracy of 1
implies error rate of 0 and an accuracy of 0 indicate error rate
of 1.

ACC =

TP + TN
FN + FP + TN + TP

(11)

A) Results and Discussion
The reduced datasets from the three (3) filter based feature
selection methods were used to build an intrusion detection
system and evaluated with naive bayes machine learning
algorithm in terms of classification accuracy, the time taken to
build each models and the time taken by the built models to
classify a given set of new instance, Table II shows the
number of attributes selected by each of the FS methods and
the performance of each of the models built from the reduced
set of each of the FS methods.
Table II: Number and List of Attributes Selected by Features Selection
Methods

Consistency
(27 Attributes)

Information Gain
(22 Attributes)

Correlation
(23 Attributes)

dur , proto , service ,
spkts , sbytes ,
dbytes , rate , sttl ,
sload , dload ,
sinpkt, sjit , djit,
tcprtt , synack ,
ackdat , smean ,
dmean , trans_depth
, ct_srv_src,
response_body_len ,
ct_dst_ltm ,
ct_src_dport_ltm,
ct_srv_dst
,ct_dst_sport_ltm,
ct_dst_src_ltm ,
ct_src_ltm ,

sbytes, smean, sload,
dbytes, service,
dmean, sinpkt,
synack,ct_dst_sport_l
tm, proto, rate,
ct_state_ttl, dur,
spkts, dttl,
,ct_src_dport_ltm,ct_
srv_dst,dinpkt,dpkts,
dload,ct_srv_src,
tcprtt,

ct_dst_sport_ltm
, sttl, swin, state,
ct_src_dport_lt
m, ct_srv_dst,
ct_srv_src,
dwin,
ct_dst_src_ltm,
service,
ct_dst_ltm,
ct_src_ltm, rate,
dtcpb, stcpb,
ct_state_ttl,
proto, dttl,
dload, dmean,
tcprtt, ackdat,
synack

Table II, shows the classification accuracy of Naive Bayes
Classification model on each of the reduced test dataset and
the whole test dataset, Consistency selected feature subset has
the highest classification accuracy of 70.20%, closely
followed by the ranked attributes selected by the information
Gain attributes selector, features subset selected by the
correlation methods has the least accuracy of 66.74% among
the reduced test dataset. the accuracy of 56.04% obtained by
the whole test dataset without feature selection justify the
need for feature selection. Fig. 5 shows the graphical
representation of the performance of the Naive Bayes
classification model of each of the test dataset evaluated.
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Table III: Classification Accuracy of Naive Bayes Model on Different Test Dataset Evaluated

Correct Classification
Reduced Feature Set

Information Gain
(22 Attributes)
Consistency
Based (27
Attributes)
Correlation Based
(23 Attributes)

Incorrect Classification

No. of Instance

%

No. of Instance

%

122,020

69.59

53,321

30.41

123,081

70.20

52,260

29.80

117,026

66.74

58,315

33.26

98,262

56.04

77,079

43.96

Whole Dataset (43
attributes)

Number of Network Instances

140,000
120,000
100,000
Correct
Classification

80,000
60,000

Incorrect
Classification

40,000
20,000
0

Network Connection Categories

Fig. 5: Performance of the Naive Bayes classification model on the Evaluation of each of the test dataset
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